Infor ERP XA Enterprise Business Intelligence is the comprehensive business intelligence software offering that helps manufacturers make world-class decisions. Complete with built-in reports and key measurements, Infor ERP XA EBI drives better decision making, improves your business performance results and reduces bottlenecks, all while extending the value of your ERP (and other) operational systems.

The Challenge
If you look in any World-Class enterprise today, you’ll find that the volume of business decisions is going up - while the time allotted to make these decisions is going down. Now more than ever, it is critical for businesses to make the best business performance decisions to ensure successful results. Managing business performance means tracking a wide array of key performance indicators (KPI's) across your entire enterprise to identify the causes and effects of your successes and problems. For this measurement to be effective, information from your company's individual functions must be brought together into a holistic company view - and shared with the broadest audience possible.

The Solution
Infor ERP XA EBI extends the value of your Infor ERP XA (or other) ERP application, transforming your operational data into consistent, reliable information optimized for effective and accurate reporting and analysis. Comprised of three process application bundles - customer, financial and supply chain analytics - Infor ERP XA EBI lets your organization benefit from enterprise-wide, corporate performance management that is founded on a single, integrated and complete 360-degree view of your business operations.

Get the Right Answers Now
Answers to over 3000 business questions. Track over 700KPI's. Choose from nearly 300 reports. Take advantage of deep, rich integration to get the most out of your ERP system. With Infor ERP XA EBI, you will be up and running, quickly and easily. Analytics Applications Sales Analysis - Analyze operational effectiveness to ensure effective sales function contribution - Understand customer buying patterns, needs and levels of satisfaction with your organization’s response - Improve the quality and effectiveness of your product offering by understanding how current products address customer needs and contribute to your bottom line - and more.

Accounts Receivable Analytics - Understand the ongoing status of receivables to ensure you are being paid what is due, when it is due - Drive customer relationship management, credit analysis and risk management through an understanding of customer patterns and your cost to serve them - Detect problems in the business value chain as they manifest themselves - Ensure that there will be enough cash available to cover accounts payable - and more.

General Ledger Analytics - Analyze your organization’s past performance and current standing by comparing performance within and among legal and management
opportunities and profit and cost centers - Keep all of your business units in line with budget by determining which areas of the business have strayed from projected revenues and expenses - Quickly provide an accurate picture of your organization’s financial standing and how it compares to past performance - and more.

Accounts Payable Analytics - Ensure that the organization is paying what is due to vendors when it is due, and address any deviations from this expectation by understanding the ongoing status of payables - Provide vendor payment history to the supplier scorecard in conjunction with procurement and inventory - Assist in cash flow planning by providing treasury department with cash outflow forecast information based on existing invoices, their related terms of payment, and trends reflecting discounts taken - and more.

Inventory Analytics - Determine what stock you are carrying, where is it, and what its worth is - Analyze stock movement in and out of inventory and within the organization, and understand how goods receipts, issues and transfers relate to stock levels, shortages and processes - Determine whether stock levels and fluctuations are letting your company meet customer demands - and more.

Procurement Analytics - Ensure goods are sourced for the least overhead investment - Plan an effective purchasing and material management strategy and optimize the “buy” phase of the process through an analysis of internal demand patterns for specific materials - Streamline the purchasing process by analyzing process steps and eliminating non-value adding activities - and more.

Production Analytics - Reduce costs and directly impact company profits - Optimize leadtime and order fulfillment times across build-to-order and build-to-stock strategies - Improve plant or line effectiveness - understand time-to-delivery, quality, and cost at the plant, department, and shift level - and more.

Availability
Available for Infor ERP XA Release 6 or Release 7